
BEAUTY

With products on both extremes of the price spectrum 

and fierce brand loyalty, beauty retailers and brands need 

to know their shoppers and product lifecycles inside out in 

order to provide a targeted experience that converts. 

Read on to learn how three beauty businesses create 

seamless, tailored experiences that result in more  

revenue and happy customers.

THE LOOKBOOK SERIES

http://www.freshrelevance.com


Feature: Cart abandonment emails with dynamic banners

Markwins Beauty Brands triggers cart abandonment emails with dynamic hero banners featuring 

the carted brand to encourage shoppers to return to their site and complete their purchase. 

Impact: When shopping for beauty products online, a plethora of options combined with  

the inability to touch and try on products means abandoned carts are inevitable. Timely  

cart and browse abandonment emails with dynamic banners enable Markwins to react to  

high-intent behavior, nurture their shoppers and boost revenue. Cart and browse abandonment 

recovery emails are a proven revenue booster, with the average Fresh Relevance client  

doing cart and browse abandonment emails achieving a sales uplift of 12%. Markwins also 

uses dynamic delivery information to show the shopper how much more they would need to  

spend to qualify for free shipping, a tactic that serves to increase the shopper’s cart value.

Feature: Behavioral triggered emails

Shoppers of beauty products are likely to have preferred brands and buy products that  

need replenishing. Using past purchase data, you can send well-timed replenishment emails  

to remind customers to repurchase their favorite products. For price sensitive shoppers, past 

purchase and browse data can also be used to trigger price drop emails when their frequently 

purchased or browsed products are available at a lower price. Sales uplifts for price drop 

emails average 3%. Similarly, you can trigger emails to alert customers when their preferred 

products are back in stock. 

Impact: Not only are triggered emails useful tools to facilitate a smooth shopping experience, 

they are proven revenue boosters that encourage customers to purchase more products  

from your site.

Triggered Emails
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https://www.freshrelevance.com/blog/10-amazing-abandoned-cart-and-browse-email-examples
https://www.freshrelevance.com//blog/the-perks-of-price-drop-emails
https://www.freshrelevance.com/blog/re-engage-customers-with-back-in-stock-emails


Feature: Similar products & frequently purchased together

Molton Brown uses AI recommendations on their product pages such as ‘Similar 

Products’ and ‘Frequently purchased together’ to inspire and guide the customer as 

they are browsing. 

Impact: This allows them to showcase a wider range of inventory, while increasing AOV 

and creating a seamless customer experience. Product recommendations are proven 

to lift sales by up to 11%, making them an essential marketing tactic.

Feature: Pricing / Price Affinity Predictor

Many beauty retailers and brands offer products across a vast pricing spectrum, 

which makes it all the more important to ID your website visitors as soon as they start 

shopping, capturing essential information such as their frequently browsed products 

so you have an idea of their price range. 

Impact: For new shoppers entering your site, a lack of customer data doesn’t mean 

you have to waste precious space showing products that are over or under their 

desired price point. Fresh Relevance’s Price Affinity Predictor uses AI to predict the 

price level that will appeal to each new website visitor, helping you show the most 

relevant products based on price level. This in turn will improve click-throughs and 

reduce the high bounce rate of new visitors. 

For returning visitors, you’ll have a wealth of past purchase and browse data to help you 

welcome them back with personalized product recommendations according to their 

preferred price point. 

Product Recommendations
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https://www.freshrelevance.com/the-complete-guide-to-personalized-product-recommendations
https://www.freshrelevance.com/blog/new-feature-predict-price-level-of-interest-for-new-visitors-with-price-affinity-predictor-ai


Feature: Dynamic countdown timer

Molton Brown uses a dynamic countdown timer on their 

homepage to drum up excitement and increase urgency for  

their exclusive new range of products. 

Impact: With new products and lines added frequently, 

beauty retailers and brands have an opportunity to build 

excitement and enhance customers’ intrigue. Molton Brown’s 

dynamic countdown timer draws shoppers’ attention to their 

new range of products, increasing urgency and decreasing 

click to purchase as customers know they have a limited 

amount of time.  

Dynamic Content
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https://www.freshrelevance.com/blog/countdown-timer-best-practices-ecommerce
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Feature: Reviews and ratings

Space NK creates a buzz around top rated products by 

highlighting them on their homepage, along with star ratings 

and customer reviews.

Impact: Beauty products are often considered purchases, as 

shoppers want to ensure the products make them look and 

feel great. So when it comes to shopping online for beauty 

products as opposed to in-store where customers can test  

and try out items before purchasing, social proof cues are  

all the more crucial. Displaying reviews and ratings helps to 

ease purchase anxiety and build trust.  

Social Proof
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Want to do the same? Find out how Fresh Relevance could help you boost conversions and increase your revenue.  find out more

https://www.freshrelevance.com/book-demo
https://www.freshrelevance.com/book-demo
https://www.freshrelevance.com/book-demo

